We have studied adsorbed layers of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) at air-water interfaces in the presence of added electrolyte. Fast bubble compression/expansion measurements were used to obtain the surface equation of state, i.e. the surface tension vs CTAB surface concentration dependence. We show that while a simple model where the surfactant molecules are assumed to be non-interacting is insufficient to de- 
Introduction
Surfactant covered fluid interfaces are present in almost every aspect of our daily lives. For example, surfactants adsorbed onto the surfaces of bubbles or oil droplets stabilise foams and emulsions 1, 2 . Foams and emulsions are ubiquitous in chemical technology, pharmaceutics, alimentary industry, cosmetics, and materials science but also in basic biology 3, 4 . Biological surfactants ensure the functioning of many vital processes 5, 6 . For example, lung surfactants allow us to breathe 7 and surfactant based trafficking and solubilization have a key role in cellular trafficking 6, 8 . Surfactants are also instrumental in cleaning and detergency 9 . All these uses of surfactants rely on the ability of surfactants to adsorb onto surfaces and interfaces. Here, we examine surfactant interactions and organisation at the gas-water interface for a very typical ionic surfactant, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) to resolve the 2 basic assembly characteristics at interfaces.
Very commonly, the effect of surfactants at fluid interfaces and their adsorption at the interfaces is measured and described in terms of surface tension γ and the surfactant surface concentration Γ. The influence of interfacial surfactant adsorption on surface tension has been extensively studied by experiments and by theoretical work since the works of Gibbs 10, 11 . In order to describe dynamic macroscopic systems driven by surface tension and its gradients, assumptions about the influence of surfactant concentration are made to accurately describe interfacial rheology of surfactant systems 12 and physical phenomena dependent on it, such as soap film formation 13 or Marangoni flow 14, 15 . The structure of surfactant layers at interfaces has been mainly studied using neutron reflectivity 16 , although other spectroscopic methods are also able to probe surfactant organisation 17, 18 . In particular neutron scattering can be used to measure the surfactant concentration perpendicular to the surface to obtain the surface excess 16 . The partial deuteration of surfactant chains has been used to obtain a more detailed description of the organisation of many surfactants at interfaces. For example the CTAB chains have been shown to have considerable tilt at the air-water surface, which decreases as the surface concentration increases 16, 19, 20 . Despite the extent of the current comprehension, linking the macroscopic measurements of surface tension with the microscopic structure and interactions of the surfactants at the interfaces remains a challenge.
Various adsorption models provide the first step to linking the macroscopic level measurements to microstructure, i.e. surface tension of a surfactant coated air-water interface with the molecular organisation in the surfactant coating, see e.g. Ref. 10 . Adsorption models aim at reproducing and predicting the evolution of the surface tension with the surfactant surface concentration. Many of the theoretical equations of state used for such purposes require several assumptions which are not rigorously valid. For example, the Langmuir isotherm models the surface adsorption response of ideal, non-interating surfactants based on mixing entropy of the components and the Frumkin isotherm is based on an assump-3 tion that the interaction energy between adsorbed surfactant molecules is pairwise and thus independent of the surface coverage 10 . These are, of course, very rough approximations of the surfactant interactions at the interface. More complicated and sophisticated models for surfactant adsorption and its effect on the surface tension exist. These account for, e.g. the interactions between the surfactants in the monolayer and in the bulk solution. For ionic surfactants, the double layer can be accounted for which leads to an increased description capability. Here, we combine an experimental measurements based empirical surface equation of state with theoretical adsorption models, and detailed molecular dynamics simulations to 4 generate understanding of the adsorbed surfactant layer, and the governing interactions in the layer in a model system of CTAB with added NaBr at the air-water interface. In particular, we extract both from the measurement and the molecular modelling data consistent, effective surfactant-surfactant interaction parameters as the function of surfactant concentration based on a modified Frumkin adsorption model. We show that the value of this parameter varies with the surfactant surface concentration. We connect the change of the effective parameter value from repulsive to attractive to an assembly morphology change in molecular simulations of similar surface concentrations. We analyse possible causes for the change in the effective interactions between the surfactant assemblies in the experiments based on the molecular simulations and discuss the significance of the findings for understanding surfactant layers at air-water interface.
Materials and methods
Experimental methods. We examine cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) at 10 −5 M concentration in an aqueous solution. Sodium bromide (NaBr) at 0.1 M is added to enable treating the system as a non-ionic one in the analysis (in the presence of excess salt the electrical double layer equilibrates very fast and does not strongly influence the surface tension, see Supporting Information). CTAB concentration in the solution is below CMC at the given salt concentration (3 · 10 −5 M) 37 which means that no micelles are present in the solution.
An ionic surfactant system is chosen because a high purity, which is extremely important in the study of the surface properties, can be achieved simply by multiple recrystallisations.
To experimentally measure the surface equation of state, the dynamic surface tension is measured by a bubble shape analysis method using a commercial tensiometer "Tracker" (Teclis, France). To gain access to a large set of data we use fast compression/expansion method suggested by Pan et al. 38 . Previously, we have used this technique successfully to study the kinetics of adsorption and desorption of the surfactant system under investiga- Figure 1 shows an example of the measured surface tension and bubble area as a function of time during the fast compression experiment. Using this reference point the surface tension dependency on the air-water interface area γ(A) can be converted to the experimentally determined surface equation of state γ(Γ).
The assumption that the total quantity of surfactant molecules at the bubble interface stays constant fails if surfactants desorb from the interface. Figure 1 shows that increasing compression leads to a minimum value of surface tension that corresponds to the onset of surfactant desorption. The system reaches the maximum packing and any further compression leads only to the surfactant desorption. The limiting surface tension can be attributed to the maximum packing density of molecules at the interface, Γ ∞ = 4.07 · 10 −6 mol/m 2 , and the points of higher compression are not used for calculating the surface equation of state.
The bubble compression method for measuring γ(Γ) dependence has been shown to give comparable results to classical Gibbs equation analysis of the equilibrium surface tension isotherm as the function of bulk surfactant concentration γ(c) 37 .
Different degrees of compression where ∆A/A varies between 0.03 and 0.2 are tested.
For each degree of compression, the experiment is repeated at least 3 times. in deviation of the measured values which indicates the influence of adsorption/desorption during the bubble dilatation 37 . To examine whether this is a concern in the current setup, different dilatation rates ranging between 1.5 µl/s and 4 µl/s were tested. The inset of Figure   1 shows superpositioning of the data for the different compression rates. This indicates that our experimental setup can be considered to have negligible surfactant exchange between the interface and the aqueous phase. In the following, all other presented bubble compression data is the average data corresponding to compression experiments at 4 µl/s.
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The temperature of the solution is controlled by using a water bath. Experiments are carried out at 25
Simulation methods. other. Counterions and salt corresponding to 100 mM NaBr was then added between the surfactant layers and the region between the surfactants filled with water while leaving the rest of the simulation box as vacuum to describe the air. The coordinate system is set so that the air-water interface plane coincides with the xy-plane and the z-axis is perpendicular to the interface. The box length in the direction perpendicular to the interface, z-direction, was adjusted to be three times the water slab thickness, i.e. 24 nm. Figure 1 illustrates the system setup.
Molecular dynamics simulations were run at either at constant temperature and surface tension (NγT ensemble) or at constant temperature and volume (NVT ensemble) conditions.
T = 25
• C and coupling constant τ T = 0.5 ps. For controlling the pressure to obtain the constant surface tension conditions, the semi-isotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat 49 was utilized. For this, compressibility κ xy = 4.5 · 10 −5 bar −1 for the water slab (i.e., along the interface plane) and κ z = 0 bar −1 in the direction perpendicular to the interface were employed. The barostat coupling constant τ P = 2 ps. Lennard-Jones interactions were smoothly shifted to zero between 0.8 nm and 1.2 nm, while electrostatics were treated using a smooth particle mesh Ewald method 50 . For this, 1.2 nm cutoff, 0.12 nm grid spacing, 4th
order splines and a correction term for the slab geometry 51 were employed. Equations of motion were integrated in 2 fs time steps, and bonds involving hydrogen were constrained to their equilibrium lengths using SETTLE 52 and LINCS algorithms 53 .
The surface tension of 100 mM NaBr solution was determined with a 20 ns NVT simulation. The surface tension γ was obtained from the pressure tensor as
The P ii are the diagonal components of the pressure tensor and L z is the length of the simulation box in the direction perpendicular to the interface. For calculating via simulations the surface tension as the function of surfactant surface concentration, γ(Γ) isotherm, configurations where the average surface tension γ is fixed at desired level were generated by varying the barostat algorithm reference pressure and equilibrating the system: with the anisotropic compressibility tensor setup this leads to the interface area, as well as, the average surface tension fluctuating around a fixed mean value through equilibration of the simulation box x and y dimensions (L x and L y ) while maintaining the non-compressible dimension L z . Simulations were run for 40-70 ns and the first 20 ns was discarded from the analysis as the initial relaxation period. Equilibration was measured by the levelling of the area per surfactant which took 5-20 ns depending on the system. 
Surface equation of state
If the air-water interface is in chemical and thermal equilibrium with the subphase (here aqueous solution of surfactants), the adsorption of surfactants at the interface can be described by Gibbs equation
This connects the surface tension γ to the surface concentrations Γ i and the chemical po- 
Here µ s 0 is the chemical potential of a reference state, R is the molar gas constant, and 
Here γ 0 is the surface tension of the bare interface without surfactant. It is worth noting that Equation 4 does not assume equilibrium between the surface layer and the bulk phase;
its only requirement is that the surface is in equilibrium with itself. 
Following the formalism taken to obtain Equation 4, the Frumkin model leads to the equation of state
where the interaction parameter A F is
The interaction parameter A Results and discussion To gain more insight to the interface molecular structure and interactions there, we turn to molecular dynamics simulations. In comparing the computational and experimental results, the surface pressure-surface concentration (Π−Γ) isotherms are employed, see Figure   3 . The surface pressure Π is defined Figure   4 shows the corresponding Π − Γ isotherm data points. Even at low surface concentration (1.42·10 −6 mol/m 2 ), the surfactant molecules cluster to a very high degree and form highly dynamical, transient planar rafts. This is similar to other ionic, straight-chain surfactants 35, 62 .
Additional simulation of a system containing 0.28 · 10 −6 mol/m 2 of CTAB (see Figure S4 of the Supporting Information) indicates that rafting takes place well below the measured con-centration range. The clustering of CTAB persists when the film is compressed but as the surface concentration increases, the aggregation morphology changes such that the surfactant layer visually thickens in the direction perpendicular to the interface. Since the packing of surfactants at the interface is uneven at all surface concentrations, the simulations show clearly that the interaction parameter A F extracted from them is an effective one. mol/m 2 , and 3) 3.51 · 10 −6 mol/m 2 surfactant surface concentrations. For the highest surface concentration, in which the assembly morphology is most prone to system size dependencies, also the configuration at a larger system size is presented. In the visualization, bromine is in mauve and sodium in lime color. The size of the trimethylammonium nitrogen has been exaggerated. All images follow the same scale (see scalebar), periodic images are included in the visualization, and bottom leaflets, as well as, all water molecules have been omitted.
Since the morphology and surface tension in the simulations may suffer from the finite size of the simulation box in the xy-direction and the imposed periodic boundary conditions especially at the high surface concentrations, a set of simulations with larger interfacial areas and 144 surfactants at each interface were examined. Neither the average surface area, stability of the film, nor the observed microstructure were affected by the increase in the simulated system size to any significant degree.
To quantify the transition in the microstructure of the adsorbed monolayer, the distribution of tail angles with respect to the normal of the interface is presented in Figure 6 .
The figure shows that the surfactant tail orientation evolves from being dominantly parallel to the interface (flat along the interface plane) to being dominantly normal to the interface as the surfactant surface concentration increases. This is in agreement with neutron reflectivity measurements on salt free CTAB solutions where the average chain tilt away from the interface was found to decrease from 68
• to 54
• as the surfactant surface concentration increased 16 . However, even at elevated surface concentrations, a portion of the surfactant tails remains parallel to the surface. This indicates tendency toward surface aggregation, but also points towards a significantly disordered film morphology. Indeed, deuterium order parameter profiles calculated from the simulations (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information) show considerably lower degrees of order in comparison to experimental profiles obtained from CTAC micelles 63 . Although surface aggregates composed of conventional surfactants have not been observed at air/water interfaces, prior simulations 35, 64 and theoretical calculations 65 suggest that disordered CTAB hemiaggregates could exist at the interface. However, we do not have evidence of the formation of surface micelles, the aggregates are disordered structures and no characteristic size is measured.
In Figure 6 , the cross-over from dominantly planar rafts to more perpendicular surfactant orientation preference occurs approximately at surfactant surface concentration 2.91 · 10 Unfortunately due to the varying system compositions and salt, water, and surfactants all contributing to the electrostatics of the system, electrostatic repulsion between the surfactants cannot be directly extracted from the simulations. The simulations do, however, allow us to estimate the surface charge to evaluate if the electrostatic effects are important. 
where e is the electron charge, N A is the Avogadro's number and ε 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. Obviously all of these effects together, and coupled with the change in the surface aggregation morphology, influence the interaction parameter in a non-trivial way.
Conclusion
Here, we measured the interfacial equation of state that connects the surface tension with the surface surfactant concentration for CTAB in 0.1 M NaBr aqueous solution using a fast bubble compression/expansion method and extracted insight on the molecular level interactions via molecular simulations of the surfactant layer and extracting an effective interaction parameter of the local Frumkin equation of state to understand the system response. The effective interaction parameter showed that the interfacial surfactant layer experiences first an increasing repulsion which turns into a plateau and a decrease of repulsion followed by attraction with increasing surface coverage. The molecular simulations enabled associating the shape of the interaction parameter curve with the increasing coverage to a morphology change in the surfactant monolayer. This is associated with a change in surfactant orientation in the simulations: as the surface concentration increases, the surfactants shift continuously from planar configurations where the surfactants lie along the surface plane to a mixture of tilted orientations due to the surfactants adopting more perpendicular orientations with respect to the interface. Further analysis of the van der Waals interactions (attraction between surfactants) and electrostatic interactions (repulsion) in the system enables to deduce that the response is dominated by a competition of these two interactions. Namely, packing density and morphology dictate the van der Waals attraction magnitude while for the ionic surfactant system, electrostatic repulsion rises to dominate when the charged surfactant heads interact via the air phase. The strength of the electrostatic interaction is dominated by the counterion binding, as well as, the morphology change which moves the surfactant heads further from the interface and results to increase of charge screening.
As the results show indications that the van der Waals contributions and electrostatic interactions form the key contributions to the system response, we suggest that a detailed model of the surfactant layer at an air-water interface should include electrostatic effects in the surfactant layer, as well as, the inhomogeneity and changes in monolayer morphology for the proper description of the interface.
The current study associated changes in effective surfactant interactions with adsorbed monolayer morphologies and showed indications that the response is dictated by van der Waals interactions and electrostatics in the system. Our research lays way for further studies of interfacial interactions between surfactants. The findings on relation of aggregate morphology, surface tension, and effective interactions of the surfactants at the air-water interface are important as surface concentration and organisation influences the permeability of the interfaces and their ability to sustain surface tension gradients. These phenomena are critical in the mechanical properties of all surfactant interfaces -specifically, the mechanical properties of surfactant assemblies at the air-water interfaces, i.e. the structure and dynamics of surfactants at the air-water interface is essential towards predicting foam and emulsion stability from molecular structure.
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